
Products for TH9

and THR9 series

Holders for Airbus DS TH9 and THR9 series
PICTURE ITEM NO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

2.160.16.6 Leather Holder Leather Holder, full transparent plex for THR9 series, Klickfast mounting

2.160.16.9 Chest Harness Chest harness holder for THR9 series

2.164.11.8

Leather Square 

Handset Holder Leather holder for attaching handsets with knob to belt etc.

2.164.11.9

Leather Round 

Handset Holder

Leather holder for attaching handset with knob to clothes. The holder 

stays in it's place with the help of magnet attachment through clothing.

2.164.16.1

One Sided Leather 

Shoulder Holder

Leather holder for carrying  TH9 / THR9 series terminal on shoulder. 

Consists of two parts that attach to each other through clothing with 

magnets. Counter weight at the back

2.164.16.4

Leather Neck 

Strap Holder

Leather holder for carrying TH9 / THR9 series radio and an ID card around 

the neck. Especially for office use. Elastic antenna loop for keeping the 

radio in place. Includes also a key ring

2.164.16.6

Leather Zipper 

Holder

Leather holder for TH9 / THR9 series. Can be attached to uniform with a 

zipper and velcro at the backside. The upper half of the zipper and the soft 

half of velcro need to be sewn to the uniform. The holder is easy to detach 

before the uniform is washed. Includes elastic antenna loop for keeping 

the radio in place.

2.164.16.7

Vertical Leather 

Holder 

Leather holder with a wide velcro hook & loop strap at the back for 

attaching to belt or clothing. Includes elastic antenna loop for keeping the 

radio in place.

2.165.16.5

Leather Sticker 

Holder

Leather holder for TH9 / THR9 series radio. Can be attached for example 

to a vehicle with the included velcro sticker. Elastic antenna loop for 

keeping the radio in place.
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2.166.16.0

Leather Holder 

transparent

Leather holder with transparent keypad cover and a Klickfast mount at the 

back for attaching to 2.166.11.2 or 2.166.11.4. Includes elastic antenna 

loop for keeping the radio in place.

2.166.16.3 Leather Belt Case

Leather holder for carrying THR9 series radio horizontally on the belt. 

Klickfast mounting

2.166.00.0

Klick Fast Knob, 

plastic Klick Fast knob, to be attached on accessory

2.166.11.0

Klick Fast Belt 

Clip, plastic Belt clip for Klick Fast mount

2.166.11.1

Screwable plastic 

Dock Plastic dock with Klick Fast that can be mounted to holder

2.166.11.2

Leather Folding 

Fastener Leather holder for attaching handsets with Klick Fast knob to belt etc.

2.166.11.3

Chest Harness 

with dock Chest harness holder for THR9 series, with Klick Fast mount

2.166.11.4

Leather Round 

Fastener

Leather holder for attaching handset with Klick Fast knob to clothes. The 

holder stays in it's place with the help of magnet attachment through 

clothing.
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